ABSTRACT

Deep learning approaches to automatic chord recognition of symbolic music have improved the state of the art, but they still face a common problem: how to deal with a vast chord vocabulary. The naive approach of writing one output class for each possible chord is hindered by the combinatorial explosion of the output size (∼10 million classes). We can reduce this complexity by several orders of magnitude by treating each label (e.g. key or chord quality) independently. However, this has been shown to lead to incoherent output labels. To solve this issue we introduce a modified Neural Autoregressive Distribution Estimation (NADE) as the last layer of a Convolutional Recurrent Neural Network. The NADE layer ensures that labels related to the same chord are dependently predicted, and therefore, enforce coherence. The experiments showcase the advantage of the new model both in chord symbol prediction and functional harmonic analysis compared to the model that does not include NADE as well as state-of-the-art models.

1. INTRODUCTION

Harmony, together with counterpoint and form, is traditionally considered to be one of the three main parts of musical composition in Western classical tradition [1]. This tradition is based on what is known as the tonal system, that is, a “theoretical formulation of certain psychological or physiological constraints upon the perception of sounds and their combination” [2][p.206]. Their musical effect can be summarised in a few rules that are followed by most Western music (and also some non-Western music) [3].

Nevertheless, harmonic interpretation of music is complex due to its ambiguity. The same audio content can acquire different perceptual significance depending on its context: As a simple example, the chord symbols A♯ major and B♭ major are acoustically indistinguishable but used in different contexts, hence the different spelling. Therefore, it is necessary to study the chord not as single entities but as a progression. This is usually done with the help of the Roman numeral notation (RN), which describes every chord in relation to the local key. RNs provide insights into harmony theory by exposing its invariances and symmetries. They highlight the function of each chord inside the progression and, for this reason, Automatic Chord Recognition (ACR) with RNs is also known as functional harmonic analysis.

The problem of harmony has a long academic history, but remains central to modeling and understanding most music, including modern pop; indeed, harmony is one of the main categories in which submissions to the 2020 AI Song Contest were judged. [4]. Therefore, it is natural that computational analysis of harmony has attracted so much attention in the MIR community.

Previous work. There is a relatively vast body of work on ACR from audio signals (see [5] for a literature review on the topic). All these methods address chord symbol recognition instead of functional harmonic analysis. From the very first article published on the subject, the idea that has dominated the field is to interpret the audio signal using chroma features [6]. This amounts to identifying and annotating the pitch content of the audio signal at each given time frame. Given how close the resulting audio representation resembles a symbolic music score, it is a bit puzzling to see how little attention symbolic ACR has received.

There are only a few works, to our knowledge, that explicitly perform ACR on symbolic scores. Kröger et al. [7] collect a few early approaches, and a more recent one is
presented in [8]. However the interest on the topic has increased in more recent years, probably driven also by the growing attention to symbolic music for music generation [4, 9–13]. Symbolic music makes a perfect entry point for the harder task of functional harmonic analysis because, with respect to audio data, it offers a much more direct representation of the musical content. There are two popular MIR approaches to functional harmonic analysis: One uses generative grammars [14, 15], the other a deep learning based data-driven approach that can learn rules more flexibly [16–19].

**Known issues in ACR.** One difficult issue that prevents naive rule-based approaches from being successful is the identification of non-chord tones: Music often contains notes that are not part of the core harmony and designing a system that knows when to ignore these anomalies is a complex task to define algorithmically [20]. Specifically for the task of functional harmonic analysis, there is also the problem of automatic key recognition, a subject that is well known in the community [21–24] but still largely unsolved, partly due to ambiguities in its definition [24].

Finally, an important issue is that the number of possible output classes is very large. Even considering only the most common chords, the possibilities easily exceed 100,000. This is because there is a combinatorial explosion due to the presence of several elementary labels associated with each possible chord. In the case of functional harmonic analysis, these labels are key, tonicisation, degree, quality, and inversion. For chord symbol prediction, instead, they are root, quality, and inversion. To reduce the dimensionality of the output space, it has been proposed to predict each label independently [16–18]. However, this approach often leads to incoherent output labels. For example, for a harmony that can be interpreted as either A minor or C major, a system without coherence could equally well output A major or C minor.

**Our proposal.** We propose a chord recognition algorithm (CRA) —which we nickname *frog* after the sound they make in Italian, *cro-cro*— that analyses chords through separate but coherent predictions of their elementary labels (see Fig. 1). This is achieved through the addition of a Neural Autoregressive Distribution Estimator (NADE) [25–27] to a CRNN architecture. At each time step, we provide the NADE with a fixed ordering of the chord’s elementary labels from which it sequentially samples, conditioning each sampling probability on the outcome of the previous labels. We release the code open-source and make it available at [28].

We evaluate the output of *frog* against two state-of-the-art models on a large dataset of functional harmonic analyses, containing over 300 scores that span over two centuries, from Monteverdi to Brahms. Due to the similarity in data representation, mentioned above, we believe our system to be extensible to the audio domain [17, 19].

## 2. DATA REPRESENTATION AND CORPUS

In RN notation, each chord is defined by its relation with the tonic of the local key. The basic components of RNs are key, degree of the scale on which the chord is built (expressed in Roman numerals), quality of the chord (i.e., the type of triad plus any possible extension), and inversion (i.e., which of the notes is the lowest). For example, from the RN analysis in Fig. 2 we see the annotation V65 at the third measure. In the key of C (see first measure), this corresponds to a G (fifth degree of the scale) dominant seventh chord in first inversion (numerals 65).

![Figure 2: Example RN analysis of the Prelude in C from JS Bach’s Well-Tempered Clavier, book first.](image-url)

The tonicisation completes the set of elementary labels that we use to describe a chord in the RN notation.

**RN encoding.** The simplest data encoding for RN requires 24 keys, 7 degrees, 7 tonicisations, and 4 inversions per each quality of chord. In our analyses we use 10 chord qualities: 4 triads (major, minor, diminished, and augmented), 5 sevenths (major, dominant, minor, half-diminished, and diminished), and augmented sixth.

When predicting all these labels at once, their sizes multiply to make a total of 47k possible output classes. If one wants to add pitch spelling, support for alterations both in degree and in tonicisation, and a direct prediction of the root, the total number of combinations climbs up to 22 millions [18]. Also, while the ten qualities cover most of the cases in classical music, making up for 99.98% of the dataset we consider, they don’t even come close to describing the wealth of extensions and colourings that are commonly used in jazz music [33]. In short, it is not desirable to deal directly with such a combinatorially explosive situation. Making individual predictions for each of the elementary labels that form the chord and then combining them together, instead, results in a summation of their output sizes, rather than a multiplication, making the problem tractable again.

**Chord symbols.** From the RN notation it is possible to derive chord symbols. Those are defined only by root, quality, and inversion. For example, a V65 in C major in

---

1 The details of RN notation are complex and out of the scope of this paper. See [29] for an introduction to the syntax.
### 3. NADE FOR HARMONIC ANALYSIS

Given a musical context, that is, the portion of score between $t_0$ and $t_1$, let us focus on the prediction of a single chord at time $t \in [t_0, t_1]$. As we have seen, a chord can be separated in several labels. This means that we can represent the output class of the chord as a variable in a multi-dimensional space. If those dimensions were all independent, one could project the distribution on each axis and independently estimate each projection of the distribution. This is the case, for example, of a rectangular distribution this is no longer true. What one can always do without loss of generality is to determine an ordering of the dimensions (see Sec. 2) and organise them in the following order: key, tonicisation, degree, quality, inversion, and root. Every element in this list is conditioned on all the elements that appear before it.

This situation is slightly different from the one in the original NADE formulation since the output is no longer a collection of binary units, but of categorical units with a variable number of classes. The same mechanism of NADE still works, but we have to make a few modifications to it: First, a softmax layer is applied instead of a sigmoid to Eq. 1. Then, to adapt to this change in the output size, the weight tensors $V_d$, which was understood to be unidimensional and of size $n_h$ in the original work, is instead two-dimensional and of size $(n_d, n_h)$. Similarly, the shape of $W_{<d}$ is $(n_h, \sum_{i<d} n_i)$ instead of $(n_h, d - 1)$.

It is worth emphasising that, in this case, the NADE is used to autoregressively model the distribution of the output on the different dimensions of the chord and at a specific instant of time $t$.

**The final frog model.** So far, we only explained how to introduce correlation in the outputs but not how to derive those outputs from the inputs. Inspired by [38], we do so with the help of the biases, that we define as

\[
    b = \text{sigmoid}(\theta_v \cdot f(x) + \beta_v),
\]

\[
    c = \text{sigmoid}(\theta_h \cdot f(x) + \beta_h).\tag{3}
\]

Here $\theta$ and $\beta$ are the weights and biases of a dense layer connecting an arbitrary function of the inputs $f$ with the NADE biases.

The function $f$ that we choose is a CRNN since it has already been proven to work well in this domain.

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Composer</th>
<th>Content</th>
<th>Crotchets</th>
<th>Annotations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Roman Text [29]</td>
<td>C Monteverdi</td>
<td>48 Madrigals</td>
<td>15,040</td>
<td>5,828</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>JS Bach</td>
<td>24 Preludes</td>
<td>3,168</td>
<td>2,107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FJ Haydn</td>
<td>24 String Quartets Movements</td>
<td>9,113</td>
<td>4,815</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Various</td>
<td>156 Romantic Songs</td>
<td>22,254</td>
<td>11,851</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPS-FH [17]</td>
<td>Various</td>
<td>4 Additional Compositions</td>
<td>2,649</td>
<td>1,165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAUERN [32]</td>
<td>Lv Beethoven</td>
<td>32 Sonata Movements</td>
<td>23,554</td>
<td>8,615</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WA Mozart</td>
<td>10 theme and variations</td>
<td>7,833</td>
<td>3,887</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lv Beethoven</td>
<td>17 theme and variations</td>
<td>12,840</td>
<td>6,836</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>96,480</td>
<td>45,104</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: The datasets included in our training / validation data. TAUERN has two alternative annotations: We have only included the anonymous annotator A.

RN notation would be written in chord symbols, following the same encoding as *mir_eval* [34, 35], as $G:7/3$. All information about local key and tonicisation is lost.

**Datasets.** In recent years, several datasets of RN annotations have been published. Up to our knowledge, they have all been collected and converted to the “rntxt” data format [29] inside the GitHub repository in [36]. We report the size and content of the corpora we used in Table 1. We provide the dataset parsing code, including fixes on known issues, in [28].

---

2 Due to the restrictive licence under which it is released, we decided not to include the ABC dataset [37] into our training data.

---

3 The ordering of the output labels has been suggested by music theory, and namely by the fact that the degree of the Roman numeral directly depends on the key. For example, the same chord of $G$ major could have degree $I$ in the key of $G$ or $IV$ in $D$. Keys are a much broader structure than single chords and they change more slowly, therefore we decided to prioritise them in order to avoid an excessive amount of modulations in the output. Similarly, the degree depends on the tonicisation, since this latter expresses the temporary key from which the music borrows.
We represent the final model, frog, in Fig. 3.

The hyper-parameters of frog have been selected with the help of hyperopt [41]. In particular, the DenseNet is made of three blocks: The first block has three convolutional layers, each made of 10 filters of size 7; the other two blocks are identical, each with 2 layers made of 4 filters of size 3. The GRU has 178 hidden neurons and is trained with a dropout of 0.2, while the bottleneck layer is made of 64 neurons. Finally, the hidden layer of the NADE is made of 350 neurons. The training is done with an ADAM optimiser with a learning rate of 0.003.

**4. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP**

We train our models on the task of functional harmonic analysis on symbolic scores. The input is a symbolic file (such as MusicXML, MIDI and **kern) and the output is an aligned harmonic analysis. We tested frog against two state-of-the-art models: the original CRNN architecture [18] that we used as a basis for our model and the improved Harmony Transformer model (HT*) [17, 19]. Our proposed model, frog, has in total 389k trainable weights, while the HT* has 750k and the original CRNN architecture only 83k. The size difference between frog and CRNN is partially due to frog including NADE (93k weights), as well as the increase of the GRU’s size to 251k weights for frog. A CRNN model with the same GRU hyper-parameters as frog, only marginally improved the outcome compared to the original CRNN model, so the former was disregarded.

All the trainings use early stopping and typically require less than 20 epochs. The entire training of frog lasts for a little more than 2 hours on a recent laptop (no GPU needed). The loss function is the sum of all the categorical cross entropies applied separately to each output. Each individual collection in the dataset is split 80/20 between training and validation data.

**4.1 Data encoding**

**Pitch.** For CRNN and frog, we have implemented two different representations of the input data: “pitch class+bass” and “pitch spelling+bass”. Pitch class+bass contains 24 elements, 12 indicating all the active pitch classes (multi-hot encoded) and 12 indicating the lowest active pitch class—the bass (one-hot encoded). If pitch class+bass is used, the output labels root and key are also encoded using only pitch classes, therefore having respectively size 12 and 24 (the keys can be major or minor).

Pitch spelling+bass, instead, contains 35 elements, that is, the seven notes times five alterations (double flats, flats, diatonic, sharps, double sharps). When pitch spelling+bass is used, the output label root has shape 35 and keys 36 —this is obtained keeping the 18 keys between C and A in the circle of fifths in two modes, major and minor.

**Meter.** We tested whether or not the addition of metrical information has a positive impact on the outcome. In models that are trained with metrical information (tagged with “w/ meter” label in Section 5), the input includes two additional vectors. The first one-dimensional vector is 1 whenever a new measure begins and 0 otherwise, the second one-dimensional vector is 1 at the onset of a new beat and 0 otherwise.

**Time.** The input data is quantised in time frames of the length of a demisemiquaver (1/32nd note). Due to the presence of pooling layers in the convolutional part, the output resolution is reduced and corresponds to the quaver (1/8th note).

**4.2 Comparison with HT* inputs and outputs**

HT* has a slightly different approach. In the original paper, the authors present two separate HT* models. In both cases, the input is encoded in MIDI numbers following a piano roll representation and additionally contains information of the tonal centroids [42].

The first model is trained for functional harmonic analysis and has two outputs: the key (24 categories = 12 pitch classes × 2 modes) and the RN annotations (5,040 categories = 9 tonicisations × 14 degrees × 10 qualities × 4 inversions). We use these RN predictions to derive the root of the chord and therefore its chord symbol representation.

The other model is trained only for chord symbol recognition and has a single output with 25 possible categories: major and minor triads (possibly with extensions) for all the 12 pitch classes and a last category for all remaining chords. We decided not to include the latter model in our experiments because the output vocabulary is too small to be fairly compared with the other models. Such a variant would be comparable to the models we train only in case it contained the same roots, qualities, and inversions as the others, for a total of 480 output classes. Moreover, such chord symbol-oriented HT* can not produce predictions for functional harmonic analysis because of the absence of key, tonicisation, and degree.

---

**Note:** We do not keep all keys from F to B because most of those keys are never used in practice and also because they would require triple flats and sharps to encode all the diatonic pitches.
As we saw in Sec. 2, it is possible to derive the root of a chord from its key, tonicisation, degree, quality, and inversion. This makes correct predictions both difficult and important. The accuracy with \texttt{frog} makes a big leap from 39.1% of the HT\* model and 42.4% of CRNN to 53.3%, showing a better than average result on these chords (See Fig. 4, metric “d7”).

**The scores on \texttt{mir_eval} metrics.** We then report a selection of the metrics included in the package \texttt{mir_eval} [35] (see Fig. 4, last seven metrics to the right). The first conclusion we can draw from these results is that the HT\*, which chooses its output among a large vocabulary of more than 5000 output classes, has the lowest accuracy of all systems. The more powerful variant of the ACR-oriented version of HT\* that we mentioned in Sec. 4 would however probably obtain higher scores than this general-purpose HT\* on these metrics.

The second conclusion is that all models perform almost equally on segmentation. The segmentation is reported as the minimum of the score on over-segmentation and under-segmentation and for all models the minimum score is given by the over-segmentation. This could be due either to an intrinsic limitation that is common to all architectures and that needs yet to be discovered; it could be also due to the fact that human annotators might prefer a more synthetic analysis: for example, some notes could be interpreted as passing tones by humans and considered instead as structural part of the chord by the algorithm.

**The root coherence.** As we saw in Sec. 2, it is possible to derive the root of a chord from its key, tonicisation,
and degree. The CRNN and frog models predict an additional redundant output, the root, with the assumption that it helps the systems learn faster. Comparing the root derived from the RN with the one directly estimated by the model we can obtain a measure of the internal coherence of the output labels. CRNN has a root coherence of 78.9%, compared to frog which has a root coherence of 99.0%.

Adding metrical information. We notice that the introduction of metrical information (cf. Section 4) has a positive but quite small impact on the results in all metrics.

5.2 Analysing the confusion matrix

In Fig. 5 we report the confusion matrix for the key obtained with frog when trained with pitch spelling. The keys are arranged according to the circle of fifths (F–C–G–D–...) with the major keys preceding the minor keys, i.e., the top-left quadrant shows the major/major correlation while the bottom-right the minor/minor correlation. The values reported are the occurrences of each pair ground-truth/prediction and are presented in a logarithmic scale to enhance the different scales in prediction errors.

![Figure 5: Confusion matrix for frog on label key.](image)

The mir_eval key metric that we reported in Fig. 4 assigns 1 point to all keys that are correctly predicted, 0.5 points to dominant/sub-dominant predictions (G/F instead of C), 0.3 to relative (A instead of C or vice versa), and 0.2 to parallel (c instead of C or vice versa). Those cases are the ones reported on the five diagonals super-imposed to the plot: The main diagonal, in solid line, shows the correctly predicted keys. Dominant predictions are immediately to its right and sub-dominant to its left. Dashed lines show the relative predictions, while dotted lines show the parallel predictions. Some rows and columns of the confusion matrix are empty: These are the keys that are supported by the model but never used in the test dataset.

5.3 Using a key oracle

In a separate but related experiment, we have allowed frog to access a key oracle. We did that by reading the key from the test data and setting it as the first output of the visible layer of the NADE. Then, we sampled the remaining labels autoregressively in the given order, as usual.

We measured the impact of this key oracle on the results. Without a dedicated retraining, a multi-output model with no coherence between the different labels, such as the HT* or the CRNN, would report unvaried accuracies for all elementary labels except key. This entails that the accuracy for the RN w/ key prediction be equivalent to the one for RN w/o key. However, this is not what happens with frog: The degree accuracy goes from 72.6% to 80.3% and the tonicisation from 91.4% to 94.0%. As a result, the accuracy on RN w/ key jumps to 60.3%, much higher than the 52.1% we would expect in absence of coherence.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES

We report an advancement in the field of automatic chord recognition and especially functional harmonic analysis for symbolic music. The improvements are mostly due to the use of a modified version of the NADE algorithm, which allows us to separate the complex and large vocabulary of all possible output classes into a set of elementary labels (such as key, degree, and quality of the chords) while retaining strong coherence between them. This effectively reduces the size of the output classes by several orders of magnitude and at the same time offers better results, as we showed in Sec. 5.

A consequence of the reduction in complexity of the output labels is the increased flexibility that this model gives to the users, as changes to the chord labels do not dramatically alter the size of the model nor the complexity of the task. For example, one could easily introduce a larger amount of chord colourings, which makes frog a better candidate for analyzing music such as jazz.

A lot still remains to explore on the details of this approach. We kept the six output labels that had already been presented in previous articles [16–18], where they had been used in absence of the coherence-enforcing NADE layer. Now, we expect to be able to improve the quality of the output even further by tweaking these six labels. For example, one could study the key by separating tonic and mode (major / minor); and the degrees could be separated on two axis: the position on the scale and the alteration.

Concerning the input representation, there are at least three strains of research that caught our interest: relative music representation [43, 44], use of Tonnetz for better convolutions in pitch spaces [45], and better representations for the metrical strength [46].

Another aspect to test is the introduction of OrderlessNADE [26]. The OrderlessNADE effectively trains one separate model for all the possible orderings and then averages the results obtained. This approach could improve the quality of the model both directly (because it demonstrates to be intrinsically superior to our ordered model) and indirectly (because it allows us to find a better ordering than the one we proposed).

---

6 The remaining three labels — inversion, quality, and root — are not impacted, which is consistent with the fact that they are independent from the key from a music theory point of view.
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